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Decleor, with over 40 years experience of heritage and innovation in the
beauty industry, currently renowned as the market leaders in Aromatherapy
with their pioneering approach to beauty, remain one step ahead using the
latest science and research to expertly source and blend exceptional
ingredients and devise the most innovative results-driven treatments.
An essential element to ensure your wellbeing and unique to Decleor is
through their famous back diagnostic massage. This delectable massage is
intensely relaxing for you and reveals a host of essential information to your
therapist. Simply by exerting gentle pressure on specific ‘reflex’ areas of the
back, a meaningful understanding of the areas of your body that may need
a little extra TLC during your treatment are gained.

B’Spoilt Signature Treatment
Oressence Energy
Celebrating 40 years of expertise and working on the body’s 3 vital energy flows (cell,
muscle and peace of mind), Decleor offers the ultimate in a Face & Body treatment.
Featuring a unique combination of essentials oils and plant oils blended to meet the
client’s needs, ORESSENCE ENERGY³ includes the award winning salon mask powerpacked with vitamins and anti-oxidants, and the heavenly aromatherapy full body
massage using an incredibly effective elixir of plant oils rich in omega 6 & 9 and vitamin
E, expertly mixed with three 100% pure & active precious blends of essential oils. The
most blissful way to soothe the body and mind, you will feel revitalised and the energy
levels rebalanced. Skin is left deeply cleansed, perfectly replenished and glowing with
youthfulness and vitality.
90 minutes
£67.00

Decleor Facials
Ultimate Vitamin Glow
Award-winning vitamin facial to leave your skin visibly radiant
This internationally renowned, multi-award winning facial is power-packed with vitamins
and anti-oxidants. Stress simply melts away thanks to 5 deeply relaxing massage
techniques and the ideal rebalancing aromatic elixir for your complexion. Our deliciously
warm and decongesting mask softly cocoons skin, providing the perfect environment
for it to flourish. Skin is left deep cleansed, perfectly replenished and glowing with vitality.
60 minutes
£42.00

Moisture Quench
Deeply hydrating facial for super-soft skin
Super-hydrating and able to quench even the thirstiest of skins, this deeply moisturising
treatment includes a gently effective exfoliation to leave skin smooth, velvety
and perfectly prepped for our nourishing AROMESSENCE ™ Neroli Concentrate. A
nutrient-rich mask drenches skin with soothing, moisture-loving ingredients for a
complexion that’s rehydrated, supple and cashmere soft.
60 minutes
£45.50

Oxygenating Pure & Matt
Intensely balancing and detoxifying for visible clarity
This mattifying facial targets spots, blemishes, open pores and excessive shine. Includes
a balancing and deeply oxygenating power mask to bring instant clarity to dull,
devitalised skin; a three-stage massage ritual also intensively detoxifies, relaxes and
refines uneven texture. Brings previously oily, combination and dull skin back to life,
leaving it luminous, crystal clear, beautifully matte…and completely flawless.
60 minutes
£45.50

Divine Nutrition
Deliciously cocooning and nourishing to comfort and repair
The end of dry, flaky skin, our ultra-nourishing facial deeply soothes, repairs and
renews. Chestnut Extract boosts crucial lipid production and micro-circulation while
nourishing Geranium and Rose feed skin with vital nutrients. By locking-in moisture,
complexions are also strengthened against wind, rain and cold making it ideal for
anyone who spends a lot of time outdoors. Even the driest complexions are left
supremely supple, comfortable and satin smooth.
60 minutes
£45.50

Harmonie Calm
Desensitises and reinforces stressed, fragile and reactive skins
This intensely soothing treatment instantly relieves irritated complexions. Acting like a
calming comfort blanket, Blueberry Extract soothes angry, sore skin; a cooling Algae
plasticizing mask peels away to reveal a calmer, smoother surface. Redresses all types
of sensitivity whether due to stress, poor diet, illness, medication or simply general
fatigue. Skin becomes clear, soothed and more resilient to environmental aggressions.
60 minutes
£45.50

Discovery Facial
Deliciously cocooning and nourishing to comfort and repair
Short of time? Discover why Decleor facials are world famous with this rescue remedy.
Includes revitalising massage, essential oils and a gentle polish to wake-up tired skin
leaving it fresh and radiant.
30 minutes
£31.00

Decleor Advanced Anti-Ageing Facials

2 technologically advanced facials to fight every concern, each with precise
and blissful rituals. Based on 40 years of skincare expertise and utilising
the latest technological breakthroughs in anti-ageing care, they bring a
new lease of life to maturing complexions, offering dramatic improvement
in skin tone and clarity.

Hyaluronic Acid Wrinkle Resist: Age +30
The secret to eternal youth! Using hyaluronic acid – one of the most effective antiageing ingredients – plus powerful youth-boosting botanicals, this pampering facial
intensively targets lines and wrinkles. This potent wrinkle-smoothing mask is packed
with antioxidants and galangal extract to lift, plump and firm while gentle exfoliation
refines skin texture. Offering dramatic and immediate results, expression lines and
wrinkles are smoothed to ensure skin looks luminous.
60 minutes
£47.00

Collagen Plump & Lift: Age +45
Ultimately effective anti-ageing facial leaving the skin plumper and firmer
Luxurious as well as highly targeted to fragile zones, this facial includes our ultimately
effective ‘lifting’ massage to recharge skin tissues. Youth activating formulas then infuse
the skin with naturally energising ingredients to help kick-start its natural renewal
process; an indulgent and collagen-rich mask ensures skin feels plumped and tightened
too. The result? A flawless, youthful new radiance.
75 minutes
£52.50

Vital Eyes
Anti-ageing and visibly plumping for a smoother eye zone
Delicately nurturing the most sensitive and delicate part of the face, this specialised
treatment is fatigue-fighting, moisture quenching and wrinkle erasing. Decleor’s
unique toning eye technique stimulates micro-circulation and encourages cell renewal
while an intensively repairing, anti-ageing eye mask also decongests and de-puffs.
Leaves even contact lens wearers, hay fever sufferers and smokers with a dramatically
brighter, younger looking eye zone.
45 minutes
£32.50

AHA Skin Refiner
Erases imperfections for visibly luminous skin
This super-smoothing facial gently refines skin imperfections and blurs lines. Developed
for acne-scarred, pigmented complexions and lines and wrinkles – AHAs in our exclusive
Alpha + Gel penetrate the skin’s surface to dramatically refine and soften. Highly
effective yet gentle, it’s also the ideal skin booster, supercharging your skincare regime.
Transforms skin texture to leave it enviably even and velvety soft.
45 minutes
£32.00

Aroma Wraps

4 tailor-made cocooning full body envelopments. Each envelopment
comprises of 3 key elements - exfoliation, body mask then scalp and back
massage. Offering total pleasure and comfort, use of a heated blanket
maximises penetration of the active ingredients for top-to-toe benefits.
Expertly tailored to your specific needs.

Pepper & Grapefruit Slim Effect
Detoxifies and firms
Naturally invigorating and detoxifying essential oils are used to ultimate effect in this
fat-fighting and firming body envelopment. Combined with highly effective draining
massage techniques, the potent wrap drains toxins and cleanses away impurities to
smooth the appearance of cellulite and refine overall shape. Fabulous for anyone
wanting to lose weight and improve lumpy skin texture making it brilliant for
pre-holiday…..or post-over indulgence!
75 minutes
£56.50

Lemon & Mango, Firm & Tone
Tightening, sculpting and smoothing
This collagen-boosting body wrap tones slackened skin, repairs sun damage and helps
improve the look of stretch marks. Potent radiance enhancers Immortelle, Lemon and
Frankincense essential oils work to erase imperfections and strengthen skin whilst also
combating wrinkles. Deliciously nourishing, this sculpting envelopment hydrates and
moisturises too, improving hydration levels for radiant, firm and soft skin all over.
75 minutes
£56.50

Anti-Fatigue Citrus Energy Boost
Energising and revitalising to improve circulation
Aches, pains and tiredness melt away with this super-stimulating treatment. The
antidote to poor circulation, the refreshing full body wrap eases aching muscles and
fights fatigue. Ideally suited to those who enjoy sport and or an active lifestyle, this
warming zesty treatment also ensures cold hands and feet become a thing of the past!
75 minutes
£56.50

Vanilla & Ylang Ylang Relaxing Hydration
Intensely calming and nourishing for super soft skin
Banish stress with this cocooning and warming relaxation wrap. Developed to improve
wellbeing by relieving stress and unloading busy minds, indulgent self-heating
ingredients actively help reduce tension and stress. The perfect treatment for anyone
with a hectic, demanding lifestyle who finds it hard to switch off, this sublimely relaxing
envelopment includes deliciously soothing Vanilla as well as brightening Papaya extract
to leave skin satin smooth.
75 minutes
£56.50

Decleor Body Treatments
Aromatherapy Body Massage
Everyday stresses and strains simply disappear with our heavenly aromatherapy
massage to either relax, detoxify, tone or stimulate. The incredibly soothing
sensation of the warm aromatherapy balms, expertly blended from an exquisite elixir
of natural essential oils, melt away tension and ease stress for renewed energy and
velvety skin.
30 minutes
£30.50
60 minutes
£47.50

Cleansing & Purifying Back Treatment
Decongests and brightens for a beautiful back
A facial for your back! Following our unique back diagnostic massage to relax and
release blocked energy, a skin-brightening exfoliation re-oxygenates skin while targeting
spots, blackheads and general congestion. Essential oils and plant extracts help
rebalance and control oil and moisture levels. Essential pre-wedding and holidays, it
transforms skin to super-smooth and velvety to touch.
30 minutes
£31.00

Perfect Legs & Pretty Feet
Rejuvenates and invigorates for gorgeous feet and legs
For a spring in your step, this foot and leg treatment drains, stimulates and revitalises.
An energising mask immediately kick-starts sluggish circulation; Circularome balm, a
warming and relaxing essential oil blend, then eases heavy, aching muscles. Ideal for
pre and post-holiday travel, plus in the latter stages of pregnancy when puffy ankles
and fluid retention can be problematic. Leaves tired legs and feet feeling like they’re
walking on air.
45 minutes
£37.00

Sun-Kissed Mediterranean Glow
The perfect pre-sun preparation…with a sun-kissed finish
This exquisite face and body treatment begins with Fruit Seeds with essential oils to
gently polish the skin’s surface, sloughing away dry skin providing the ideal self-tan
base. A tension-busting massage follows, with 100% pure aromatherapy balms to
boost the skin’s natural sun defence system by stimulating melanin production. The
perfect finishing touch? Application of our top selling self-tanner for a gorgeously even
Mediterranean glow.
60 minutes
£41.50
Decleor Full Body Exfoliation
An all over full body scrub finished with a deep nourishing body lotion. Perfect for
pre/post holiday
30 minutes
£29.50

Thalgo Facials
Thalgo treatments are renowned for their incredible results by harnessing the riches
of the sea so you can benefit from powerful healing, revitalising and re-balancing
properties vital for health and wellbeing. Thalgo's exceptional body treatments
refine, tone and ease tensions, while the facials offer spectacular results in antiageing, hydrating, purifying and much more.

Collagen Radiance Facial: Age +25
Give your skin a collagen boost and correct the signs of ageing as they appear with this
facial designed for first wrinkles, with instant anti-ageing results. After a relaxing
welcome massage, a cleansing ritual adapted to your skin type, and intense exfoliation
to smooth the skin and allow optimum penetration of the active ingredients, an expert
anti ageing massage is carried out to lift the features and help the skin drink in all the
marine collagen. The collagen mask smoothes fine lines and has a plumping effect.
While the mask takes effect, you’ll enjoy a relaxing hand and arm massage. After the
treatment your skin will be radiant, its collagen reserves restored.
60 minutes
£51.00

Silicium Super-Lift Facial: Age +40
Dare to defy time with this super-lift facial, designed to combat all signs of ageing at
40+ (loss of firmness, pronounced wrinkles). Relax and let yourself be immersed in an
aquatic cocoon during the Thalgo cleansing ritual, adapted to your skin type. Next,
your skin is intensely exfoliated and smoothed to optimise the penetration of the antiageing ingredients. An expert anti-ageing massage lifts the features, before a superlifting mask is applied to fill deeper wrinkles and lift and contour the face and neck.
After just 1 treatment you’ll already look 5 years younger . Your complexion will glow
and lines will be less noticeable, your skin firmer.
75 minutes
£53.00

Thalgo Micro-Dermabrasion Treatment

What is Micro-Dermabrasion?
A deep exfoliation for the face, where aluminium oxide crystals are projected onto the
skin treating fine lines; wrinkles; scarring; acne; pigmentation or general uneven skin
tone. The proven benefits include softer, smoother, more flawless skin, brighter
complexion, coupled with deep cleansing of the pores. It encourages the development
and formation of collagen and elastin, tightening and firming skin for a more
rejuvenated, radiant, youthful look.
Our 1 hour Thalgo Micro-Dermabrasion treatment stands out and differs from others
by offering a light therapy treatment using red and blue LED lights which have anti
ageing properties, a full chemical peel plus a salon repair mask as part of the combined
package.
Single Treatment
60 minutes
£52.00
Course of 6 (recommended 1 per week)
£287.00

Thalgo MCEUTIC Rénovation Radicale
Resurfacing Acid Peel Facial – The new cosmeceutical skincare treatment
by Laboratoire Thalgo (dermatologically certified)...
Featuring innovative patented new ingredients Néo Skin and Marine Mésolift, this
facial treats all types of skin irregularities such as pigmentation, acne scarring,
blemishes and uneven skin tone. An initial detailed consultation determines the grade
of skin imperfections and impurities and products to be used. Then, a thorough
double cleanse prepares the skin for the professional peel (available in three grades
and determined according to skin type/concern). Three acids are incorporated in the
peel (Salicylic, Malic and Ascorbic) to regenerate, renew and resurface the skin leaving
it looking noticeably clearer. A digitopressure point massage, using Marine Mésolift
serum, and a skin boosting detoxification massage, using Pro-Detox with pure active
oxygen, is carried out and is followed by the application of a serum-mask to resurface,
exfoliate and smooth the skin. The treatment is completed with an application of a
light cream-serum plus an SPF50 cream for a ‘new-skin’ effect. The resulting
complexion is clearer and brighter, with a visible reduction in surface irregularities,
tighter pores and a refined skin texture.
Recommended as a course of 4 treatments; (note...sun block SPF 50 must be used
throughout the course)
Single Treatment
60 minutes
£60.00
Course of 4 (Includes 2 x 60 Minutes Plus 2 x 30 Minute Sessions) £190.00

Non Surgical Facelift

A micro facial toner uses low level current techniques to stimulate, lift and tone
sagging muscles of the face and neck. Visibly refines skin texture, reducing lines and
wrinkles and assists with circulation, leaving the skin looking and feeling positively
radiant.
Single Treatment
Course of 10 (Recommended 2 per week)

Cosmetic Treatments

£43.00
£387.00

Line Fillers/Softeners, Cosmetic Fillers and Facial Rejuvenation
available upon request.

Performed by practising Dr E Deignan. Free Consultations available.
Prices starting from £180.00

Relaxation & Holistic Treatments

Relaxing and therapeutic healing for mind, body and soul, helping to ease tension,
relieve stress and promote a feeling of wellbeing, by dispersing toxins, aiding the
release of physical fatigue.
Full Body “Aromatherapy” Massage
70 minutes
£47.50
(including face and scalp)
Back, Neck & Shoulder “Aromatherapy” Massage 30 minutes
£31.50

Full Body Massage
Back, Neck & Shoulder Massage

60 minutes
30 minutes

Hot Stones Full Body Massage
70 minutes
Hot Stones Back, Neck & Shoulders Massage 40 minutes

Pregnancy Massage
60 minutes
Scalp Massage
15 minutes
(To be incorporated in any of the above treatments)
Indian Head Massage*
45 minutes
*(Would clients please wear a round neck t-shirt for this treatment)

£41.00
£25.00

£52.00
£31.00

£43.00
£10.50

£42.50

Hopi Ear Candling
Hopi ear candles can bring relief from discomfort associated with ear wax build up,
sinus congestion, vertigo, colds and flu, hay fever and snoring plus many more
conditions.
30 minutes + 10 minutes relax time
£28.00

Fake Bake Tanning
Fake Bake 60 Minutes Self Tan Spray
The longest lasting, most natural looking, ultimate fake tan just got even
FASTER! Ideal for our “last-minute” client
A revolutionary, express, self tan spray which develops into a beautiful,
natural looking tan in 60 minutes. Dihydroxyacetone and erythulose are
activated upon contact with the skin. Accelerators speed up the development
time and a golden glow can be achieved in an hour. To achieve an even darker
tan, there’s no need to re-apply, simply leave on for 60 minutes longer, then
rinse off the colour to reveal your tan. We do not recommend leaving on any
longer than 3 hours. This lightweight, fast drying formula is non-sticky and
does not clog the pores.
15 minutes
£20.00
The Original Fake Bake Full Body Spray
Ideal for a long lasting golden tan that develops naturally over eight hours.
15 minutes
£17.00
48 Tube Sunbed – For use only by persons +18 years
Courses are available upon request. Pay for a course of 5 and get 1 free.
3 minutes
£2.25
6 minutes
£4.50
9 minutes

£6.25

Eyes
Eyelash Tinting requires a test patch 24 hours prior to treatment.
Eyelash Tint
Eyebrow Tint
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint
Eyebrow Shape/Wax
False Eyelashes

30 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes

£12.00
£8.50
£18.00
£8.50
From £21.00

Brows by Mii…….defined by you
For the perfect set of brows to beautifully frame your face, this bespoke
eyebrow treatment begins with an in depth consultation, followed by
tinting, waxing, shaping and finishing.
Whether your eyebrows are in need of nurturing, refining or just a little TLC,
Brow by Mii is the perfect treatment for you. Results will last 4-6 weeks.
30/40 minutes

£25.00

Waxing
A minimum of 1/4 inch growth is required for a successful treatment, following which
tea tree after wax lotion is used to soothe and calm all areas treated.

Full Leg wax & Bikini Line
Full Leg wax
Three Quarter Leg wax
Half Leg wax
Bikini Line wax
Under Arm wax
Forearm wax
Lip and Chin wax
Lip wax
Chin wax
Full Face wax
Back or Chest wax

£28.00
£25.00
£18.50
£14.00
£9.00
£9.00
£12.00
£11.50
£8.00
£8.00
£16.00
£18.00

Intimate Waxing
Advanced bikini waxing using a hot wax for a cleaner, smoother finish
Hollywood wax (all off)
£27.00
Brazilian wax (strip left)
£20.00

Threading

Threading is an ancient Indian skill which simply uses 100% cotton thread to remove
unwanted hair
Eyebrows
Lip or Chin
Full Face

£11.00
£9.50
£18.50

Electrolysis
An effective method to permanently remove hair using sterilised disposable probes.
Courses Are Available On Request. Pay for 5 treatments and get 1 free
5 minutes
10 minutes

£11.50
£13.50

15 minutes
20 minutes

£16.50
£19.50

Thread Vein Removal
An effective way of removing small red veins from the face using sterilised disposable
probes.
Test Patch
10 minute Treatment
Milia Removal with Facial

Jessica Manicures & Pedicures

Luxury Manicure

60 minutes

£16.00
£28.00
£5.50

£26.50

A luxurious, deeply conditioning treatment for especially dry and damaged hands
which includes paraffin wax treatment to aid absorption of creams into the skin,
combined with a full manicure and polish of your choice.

Manicure
45 minutes
£21.00
Using Jessica nail treatments to treat normal, dry, brittle damaged or peeling nails.
Includes hand massage and finish with polish of your choice.
Luxury Pedicure
(Includes paraffin wax treatment)

Pedicure

60 minutes

£29.50

45 minutes

£24.00

A fully revitalising and refreshing treatment for the feet which includes a scrub, foot
and leg massage, and polish of your choice.
Shape and Varnish

Callus Peel (To be incorporated with pedicure)
Heel Treatment
Whole Foot
French Polish
Swarovski Crystals
Nail Art

£10.00

£10.00
£17.50

Plus £2.00
Designs starting from £1.00
from £1.00

Jessica “Geleration”
Chip resistant, no smudging and flawlessly cured in 30 seconds using an LED light.
A wide selection of colours are available
Mini Manicure with Gels

60 minutes

£37.50

Mini Pedicure with Gels

60 minutes

£37.50

Gels on Fingers

30 minutes

Gels on Toes

Gels Soak Off

30 minutes

15 minutes

Kooky Nail Wraps - Foils

£25.00
£25.00
£5.00

What is Kooky?
A fun alternative to nail polish with a wide range of patterns and designs to be
applied to fingers and toes
Application
Application with mini pedicure
Application with mini manicure

Entity Nail Enhancement

£25.00
£36.00
£36.00

Full Set of Acrylic Nails - White/Natural

£42.00

Ear Piercing with solution
Single Ear

£17.50
£15.00

Ear Piercing

Make Up by Mii

Inspired by the wants and wishes of thousands of beauty spa and salon devotees, as
well as a team of beauty experts, Mii launched in 2011. Taking the variety of the
department store to the comfort of your salon, the range is easy to choose, easy to use
and easy to understand; to encourage you to create a look that is uniquely, completely,
unmistakably you.

With skin loving formulas, thirteen tailored brushes as well as a 100% pure mineral
line, Mii has set its sights on ensuring that you are filled with the confidence that every
makeup decision will be the right

Mii make up is suitable for everyday , special occasions and also all skin types
Day Make Up
30 minutes
£24.50
Evening Make Up

Bridal (including trial)

45 minutes

45 minutes

£30.50

£45.00

Luxury Beauty Packages
Pure Indulgence
3 hours 30 minutes £110.00
“B’Spoilt Signature Treatment” Decleor Oressence Energy Face & Body Treatment,
Jessica Luxury Manicure & Luxury Pedicure
Lazy Afternoon
3 hours
Decleor Vitamin Glow Facial, Jessica Luxury Manicure & Luxury Pedicure

£88.00

Bride To Be
90 minutes
Fake Bake Spray Tan and Jessica Geleration on Fingers & Toes

£60.00

Jet Set
3 hours
£96.50
Jessica Geleration on Fingers & Toes, Full Leg & Bikini Wax, Underarm Wax, Eyelash
Tint and Eyebrow Shape

Please could clients arrive for their appointments 5/10 minutes early to allow
your therapist enough time to carry out your consultations prior to your
treatment – Thank you!

Pamper Days Available on Request
Client Reward Scheme Available
Please ask for further details

Gift Vouchers Available for that Special Gift
Valid for 3 months from purchase date

Advice and Consultations are offered
free of charge

Open 6 days a
week

Monday 9.30am – 8.30pm
Tuesday 9.00am – 6.00pm

Wednesday 9.30am – 7.00pm
Thursday 9.30am – 8.30pm
Friday 9.00am – 6.00pm

Saturday 9.00am – 4.00pm

Please note:
Cancellations require 24 hours notice
Failure to honour appointment WILL be charged
All prices are inclusive of VAT

